I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of attack technology, attack pattern has become from simple to complicate. For various attack patterns, it is impossible to classify them only by use of security administrator's experience and manual classification. Moreover, the number of attribute which is used to classify attack patterns increases gradually, which leads to low real time and low classification performance.
Many representative intrusion detection algorithms [1] [2] [3] [11] [12] [13] based on machine learning have been proposed. Generally, in order to maintain high real time and low false positive, most of algorithms are based on two categories, namely, normal and anomaly. Many unsupervised intrusion detection algorithm based on data mining [4] [5] can handle them well. However, how to label further attacks or how to classify them is another urgent problem for increasingly complex security system. The traditional classification uses the well-known or obvious attributes to match and identify the known attack pattern. The main advantage of this method is that it can accurately and efficiently classify all known attacks. But it totally depends on the security administrator's rich classification experience. And this method has poor efficiency. For this, many classification algorithms based on data mining are introduced for classifying attack patterns. Attack classification, as the next work of intrusion detection, has been valued gradually.
With the rapid growth of attack patterns, the number of attribute increased. The intrusion classification algorithm based on data mining is sensitive to high dimension of attributes. For solving this problem, many attribute selection algorithms [6] [7] [8] have been proposed. According to different evaluation methods, attribute selection can be divided into two classes: filter [9] and wrapper [10] . In the filter, the attribute itself, as the evaluation criteria is calculated by different evaluation algorithms. Compared with filter, the wrapper adopts the classification error of machine learning algorithms as the evaluation criteria. Generally, the speed of filter is faster and its selection result has nothing to do with machine learning algorithm. But its result is less effective. Wrapper has a relatively slow speed and needs a lot of computation. Its result totally depends on its classification algorithm. Its selection result has good performance.
Attribute Selection SVM C4.5
Multiple-Classifier For purposes of reducing dimensions of data and testing performance of different classification algorithm in different dimensions, an intrusion classifier based on multiple attribute selection algorithms has been proposed. The system includes two parts: attribute selection and classifier. In attribute selection part, there are four representative algorithms: Information Gain Rate (IGR), Correlation Feature Selection(CFS), Support Vector Machine(SVM) and decision tree. In the classifier part, there are two main classification algorithms: SVM and C4.5. Different attribute selection algorithm and different classification algorithms are combined.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the framework of system. Section 3 presents details of attribute selection. Section 4 presents details of classifier. Section 5 presents our experiments results and analysis. Finally, we summarize our conclusions and future work in section 6.
II. FRAMWORK OF SYSTEM
As is shown in the figure 1, the system is made of two parts: attribute selection part and intrusion classifier part. The feature part has for sub modules: IGR, CFS, SVM and C4.5. The intrusion classifier part has two sub modules: C4.5 and SVM. Different attribute selection modules can combine with intrusion classifier module. So there are 8 different combinations. Because attribute subset evaluation algorithm totally depends on its classification algorithm, the SVM-C4.5 and C4.5-SVM has no practical meaning. In this paper, we mainly study 6 combinations of them. They are respectively IGR-SVM, CFS-SVM, IGR-C4.5, CFS-C4.5, SVM-SVM and C4.5-C4.5.
III. ATTRIBUTE SELECTION
According to different evaluation methods, attribute selection can be divided into two classes: filter and wrapper. In the filter, the attribute itself, as the evaluation criteria is calculated by different evaluation algorithms. Compared with filter, the wrapper adopts the classification error of machine learning algorithms as the evaluation criteria. Generally, the speed of filter is faster and its selection result has nothing to do with machine learning algorithm. But its result is less effective. Wrapper has a relatively slow speed and needs a lot of computation. Its result totally depends on its classification algorithm. Its selection result has good performance.
According to different evaluation targets, attribute selection can be divided into two classes: single attribute evaluation and subset evaluation. Single attribute evaluation evaluates every attribute. Evaluation result is that every attribute has its evaluation value. And all attributes are ranked by evaluation values. The evaluation value can be used to weight or to select attributes by setting a threshold. Attributes in the low order positions may be eliminated. Subset evaluation searches the best subset by traversing the whole attribute space. The evaluation quality is measured by the attribute subset evaluator. The attribute subset evaluator can be filter or wrapper.
A. Attributes Evaluation
The basic work flow of single evaluation is shown as in the figure 2. It can be divided into three steps:
(1) Calculate evaluation criteria (EC): EC depends on impurity measure of every attribute. Impurity measures include information gain, information gain ratio, Giniindex, distance measure, J-measure, G-statistics, 2 χ -statistics, weight of evidence, MLP, orthogonality measure, relevance and relief.
(2) Rank attributes: According to evaluation value of every attribute, all attributes are ranked.
(3) Select or weight attributes: A threshold can be set based on actual needs. If some attributes in the low order positions are less than the threshold, attributes would be eliminated and the aim of attribute selection is achieved. Or attributes can be weighted by the evaluation value.
The evaluation criterion is information gain ratio. Information gain ratio is defined as: the set S is split into Figure 3 . Workflow of Subset Evaluation the n sub set {S 1 ,S 2 ,……，S n } by the discrete attribute A. Information gain ratio is shown as follows:
Information split splitI(S,A) is defined as:
B. Subset Evaluation
The basic work flow of subset evaluation is shown as in the figure 3. It can be divided into four steps:
(1) Encode parameters Parameter coding is the key of implementing genetic algorithm. In this paper, attributes of subset, as the only parameter, are encoded.
(2) Generate subsets According to initial parameters, the initial population is randomly generated and distributes homogeneously in solution space.
(3) Fitness function Genetic algorithm aims to search the optimal fitness function, but attribute selection aim to achieve the optimal minimum of various performance indicators. So the fitness function is shown as follows: There are three classes of genetic operator: selection, crossover and mutation.
After crossover, fitness of individual is accumulated. When it gets to the threshold, the individual which is accumulated can generate population, but the other are eliminated.
A pair of chromosomes is mated and the position of crossover is randomly generated. Then the chromosome breaks in the position of crossover. One chromosome changes into two parts: chromosome 1 and chromosome 2. The other also changes into two parts: chromosome 3 and chromosome 4. The chromosome 1 and chromosome 4 are mated and the new chromosome is generated. So is chromosome 2 and chromosome 3.
One gene of chromosome is mutated in a smaller probability and new chromosome is generated.
There are two conditions of algorithm convergence: (1) optimal subset tends to be stable (2) the generation number has exceeded the threshold.
There are two kinds of evaluation criteria: filter and wrapper. Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) is one kind of filter. SVM and C4.5 belong to wrapper.
The Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) measure evaluates subsets of features on the basis of the following hypothesis: "Good feature subsets contain features highly correlated with the classification, yet uncorrelated to each other". In order to prove this theory, the following definition and theorem are introduced:
The definition 1: R n is a N-dimensional features space;
X n is a mode vector of R n ; (6) SVM and C4.5 belong to wrapper and are also two kinds of classifier, which would be introduced in the section 4.
VI. ANALYSIS OF EVOLUTION MECHANISM

A. Multiple-classifier based on SVM
As a self-organized complex system, telecom industry system has nonlinear characteristic. In the process of evolution, telecom industry system introduces the factors of policy, technology, capital and demand from the environment as negative entropies. Through the amplification of the nonlinear interaction in the inside and outside of the system, a chain reaction of the telecom system and even the socio-economic system is caused. The telecom industry is driven further from equilibrium and into a nonlinear zone. The growth rate of network value begins to have nonlinear variations, showing a nonlinear increase in the number of users. Ultimately, a tremendous influence and impact on the evolution of the telecom industry is caused.
Support vector machine is based on the linear division. But in order to solve nonlinear division, all data of nonlinear division in the raw space would be mapped into new data in the high-dimensional spaces, which make new data in the high-dimension spaces be linear division.
In this paper, nonlinear soft margin support vector machine (C-SVM) is the one of classification algorithm. And it can be also the evaluation function in the wrapper mode.
Although the training data can be mapped into highdimension spaces by kernel function in nonlinear hard margin support vector, few kernel functions can ensure them to be linear division in any case. Therefore, it is reasonable for introducing slack variable of nonlinear soft margin support vector. The original problem is 
B. Multiple-classifier based on Decision Tree
Compare with ID3, C4.5 selects the most information gain attribute as measuring attribute. And C4.5 uses the information gain ratio as measuring standard. Information gain ratio is the ratio of information gain to information split. ID3 only can deal with discrete data. C4.5 split the continuous values into discrete interval. So C4.5 not only deals with discrete data, but also continuous data.
One decision tree should be built and refined by training. The process of building decision tree is the process of machine learning. The process of building tree is shown as follows:
(1) Create one node N, the tree starts with this node.
(2) If all the instances belong to the same class, this node is leaf node. And this node is marked by the class number.
(3) For every attribute, if its data is continuous, the data should be dispersed.
(4) The information gain ratio of every attribute should be calculated. The highest information gain ratio should be selected and marked.
(5) The consistent value of every branch attribute should be calculated. A branch which has the same value is generated.
(6) S is the set of branches of training data set. If S is null, a leaf node should be added and marked as the class.
(7) If S is not null, the above steps are recursively called.
Usually the decision tree needs to be pruned. It can help reduce the size of tree and improve the classification accuracy. But in the application of intrusion detection, it is impossible to avoid the fallible data by pruning branches. The process of pruning branches is shown as follows:
(1) Calculate classification error. The classification error is defined as the sum of weights of data points which are not belong to this node. For the Non-leaf node, the classification error is the sum of classification errors of its child nodes.
(2) Decision. if the classification error is more than the attribute which appears most in this node, the branches of this node is pruned and this node become the leaf node. And the most attribute value is assigned to this node.
V. ANALYSIS OF EVOLUTION MECHANISM
A. Dataset
KDD CUP 1999 data set which is deprived from 1998 DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation program held by MIT Lincoln Labs, is employed to study the utilization of machine learning for intrusion detection by numerous researchers. The dataset includes all kinds of simulated intrusion actions in the complicated network environment, where each connection instance contains 41 features. In this paper the KDD CUP 1999 data set have been selected as the simulated traffic source of our experiments. 100,000 connection instances, as the training dataset, are extracted randomly from the file kddcup. data_10_percent. 100,000 connection instances, as the predicting dataset, are extracted randomly from the file corrected. All data in the training dataset and testing dataset would be classified and labeled four classes: Probe, DoS, U2R and R2L.
B. Results of Attribute Selection
In table 1, optimal subsets which are selected by four algorithms are shown. Here optimal subset of CFS has the least number of attributes. Optimal subset of SVM has the most number of attributes. The optimal subset of IGR is obtained by the criteria: merit>0.4. It can be concluded from table 1 that the 3 th attribute is most important in the KDD CUP 99. The 3 th attribute appears in all optimal subsets. The aim of selection attribute is to find out the most important attribute and the optimal subset.
C. Comparison of Real Time
In 
D. Comparison of Classification Performance
As shown in the figure 4, SVM-SVM has the best classification performance and IGR-SVM has the worst classification performance. After selecting attributes by CFS and IGR, their classification accuracies are lower than ALL-SVM. By contrast, SVM-SVM has less attributes and higher classification accuracy. The most likely reason for this is that the eliminated attributes are noise. Moreover, SVM-SVM is based on the wrapper mode. IGR-SVM and CFS-SVM is based on the filter mode. The classification based on wrapper mode is optimized by genetic algorithm. Ii can be drawn from figure 4 that different data has no affect on SVM.
As shown in the figure 5, J48-J48 has the best classification performance. Compared with SVM, J48-J48 is not comprehensively better than ALL-J48 in all datasets. Especially, in the testing dataset2, J48-J48 and ALL-J48 has lower classification accuracy than CFS-J48. But it is no doubt that IGR-J48 has the worst classification performance of them. It can be drawn from figure 5 that different data has a large impact on J48.
It can be concluded from figure 4 and figure 5 that SVM has better stability and better classification performance than J48. IGR, as the front attribute selection, has the worst classification performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
The intrusion classifier based on multiple attribute selection algorithms has been proposed in this paper. The new system has six combinations with different representative attribute selection algorithms and different classification algorithms. Through comparing with classification performance and real time, advantage or disadvantage of different combinations comes out. It is positive significance for deploying different algorithm combinations based on the concrete context.
In the future, we will try to apply the intrusion classifier into the field of wireless sensor networks. Some core code of intrusion classifier should be simplified. The classifier will be improved to be the next module of the lightweight detection. 
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